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DALI EPIKORE 11
Continuing a rich bloodline of high-end DALI loudspeakers.
GO TO PRODUCT





PRODUCT SERIES






DALI KORE
The DALI KORE is the best speaker we've ever created. It's the culmination of everything we've learned in four decades of loudspeaker design and manufacturing in one outstanding loudspeaker.

GO TO KORE





EPIKORE
The result of 40 years of evolution. The EPIKORE series incorporates many of the groundbreaking technologies from our flagship speaker and sets new standards for high-end, low-distortion loudspeaker design.

GO TO EPIKORE





EPICON
Dramatically rich and detailed sound that will captivate your senses. The DALI EPICON series is a masterpiece of true musical indulgence that is as captivating to the eye as the sound is to the ear.

GO TO EPICON





RUBICON
Flawless soundstage with crisp detail and impeccable build quality. It builds on the innovative driver technology to bring outstanding audio experiences to a broader audience.

Go to RUBICON





RUBICON C
Best-in-class wireless active speaker system with large sound performance. Combining the performance of passive speakers with the convenience of wireless technology, delivering outstanding sound... without the wires.

Go to RUBICON C





DALI MENUET
Powerful compact loudspeakers that reveal great musicality. The DALI MENUET, our powerful compact speakers reveal great musicality and set new standards for sound and performance in a compact cabinet.

Go to DALI MENUET





OPTICON MK2
Exceptional midrange clarity and sparkling high-frequency response. The OPTICON MK2 series brings excellent midrange clarity and sparkling high frequencies to any music or movie-watching experience.

GO TO OPTICON MK2





FAZON
A stylish series designed to integrate elegantly into any room. The stylish and elegant DALI FAZON series combines advanced driver and material technologies developed for the acclaimed DALI IKON and MENTOR series.

GO TO FAZON





OBERON
Redefining what's possible in audio quality and design within its price class. DALI OBERON is our first entry-level loudspeaker to incorporate our patented SMC technology for an outstanding, ultra low distortion performance.

GO TO OBERON





OBERON C
Wireless active series that impresses with its ability to render any style of music naturally. It's the active version of our passive OBERON speakers, which means you don't have to choose between incredible sound quality and convenient integration.

GO TO OBERON C





SPEKTOR
Bringing authentic DALI Hi-Fi sound to a new level of affordability. DALI SPEKTOR speakers offer exceptional levels of sound quality and performance in an entry-level series.

GO TO SPEKTOR





ALTECO
A height speaker and traditional stereo speaker in one stylish cabinet. The up-and-down-firing ALTECO C-1 adds height information to a home cinema setup for amazing movie-watching immersion. 

GO TO ALTECO
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A height speaker and traditional stereo speaker in one stylish cabinet. The up-and-down-firing ALTECO C-1 adds height information to a home cinema setup for amazing movie-watching immersion. 
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At DALI, we are driven by our deep admiration of music and the pursuit of pure and authentic sound. With more than one million satisfied DALI owners in more than 70 countries, we bring music and film to life at home.
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EPIKORE 11 & IO-12
Reviews and awards
The reviews and awards for our prestigious new high-end speaker EPIKORE 11 and our premium wireless DALI IO-12 headphones just keep on ticking in. Find the latest reviews in our review section.
Review section
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Subscribe to our monthly newsletter and stay up to date with all news and events.
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DALI A/S
Dali Allé 1
Nørager
Nordjylland
9610
Denmark


+45 9672 1155














          
        